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Google Earth
Operation, Maintenance and Safety in Shared Public Spaces

- centralized agency
- under-resourced
- distant
- competition between spaces
Plan Locally
Hire Locally

The Hood Planner

- collaborative
- funded
- neighborhood based
- multi-partner
- locally scheduled

Shorten the Distance

Revillaging the City
www.browerdellumsinstitute.org
NEAR TERM

Water Quality Testing
Collaborate with EBMUD
Communities for a Better Environment
Oakland schools
DACTI Partners
Build resident testing skills

Stewardship, Programming, and Safety
Community Development Corporation partnership
neighborhood based
Maintainence, Operation, Safety
Illegal dumping
San Leandro Creek Greenway communities.

Transient Community Taskforce
Partner with EOC and others
empower and pay transient residents
engage with their peers
Temporary water and sanitation
co-develop transitional housing
along San Leandro Creek.
SHORT TERM

Ground Water Observation and Experiment
Professor Kristina Hill at UC Berkeley
well locations
vulnerable areas
airborne contaminants from groundwater
Safe Routes to School projects include rainwater retention...

Assess Stormwater Lines
Collaborate
Oakland Department of Transportation
Public Works
review stormwater infrastructure

East Oakland Flood Watch Initiative
Fund East Oakland Flood Watch
residents to report flooding
collaboration with agency.
Access to Outdoor Recreation
Programming to increase access to the MLK shoreline youth and adult rental equipment
Multi-modal Transportation Neighborhoods to creeks to Bay

Food Sovereignty
Collaboration
Planting Justice
East Oakland Grocery Cooperative
Explore local urban farm water needs

Affordable Homeownership & First Right of Refusal
Real Estate Cooperative
Local ownership
Reduce displacement
Additional In-home Unit needs
Design Build Repair
cooperative ownership models
CONTACT US

@bd_ispsa

@San LeandroCreek

www.browerdellumsinstitute.org